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3.9.2023 Crowning of King and Queen of Murtal at the Red Bull Ring 
 
Almost 400 participants have taken up the Strava Challenge of the Murtal Tourism 
Association and pedalled hard. Until 31 August, motivated athletes can pursue their 
mountain bike or road bike hobby and collect kilometres for the KOM (King of Murtal) and 
QOM (Queen of Murtal) Challenge in Murtal. The grand finale follows on 03 September at 
the Red Bull Ring. 
 
Cycling on the Ring.  
On 3 September all participants of the Challenge can cycle on the Ring. It is not a race, but 
the opportunity to ride the laps on the tracks of the racers. 
 
At least 3 ridden segments mean the entrance to cycle on 03.09.2023 on the track where 
normally only the fastest of the fast step on the gas - at the Red Bull Ring. The King and 
Queen of Murtal will also be crowned there. The person who has cycled the most kilometres 
between 1 May and 31 August (also outside the Murtal) can look forward to the coveted and 
exclusive cycling jersey of the Murtal region at the big closing event. The coronation will of 
course take place on the podium of the popular race track.  
 
Here everyone can rejoice 
Everyone who has driven at least 3 segments of the Challenge since 1 May may take part in 
the free driving event at the Red Bull Ring on 3 September and face the challenge of a 12% 
incline and 9.3% decline. At 3:30 p.m. the participants can check in at the paddock at the Red 
Bull Ring. From 4 to 5 p.m. you can cycle on the race track as much as you like. Afterwards, 
the King and Queen of Murtal will be crowned.  
 
The team of the adventure region Murtal is looking forward to many motivated cyclists and 
an extraordinary event. 
 
All information about the event can be found at www.murtal.at/kom 
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